






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Preliminary Investigation for the Creation of 
a Clinical Terms Thesaurus
Kaoru Sagara*，Masako Ono**，Keiko Ueno***
︿Abstract﹀
　　Data from electronic medical record (EMR) documents are accumulated daily through the 
operation of EMR systems in medical facilities.
　　In order to support the natural language processing of EMR documents that include technical 
terms, abbreviations, jargon, and typographical errors, we have created a dictionary called ComeJisyo, 
which can parse sentences in EMRs for terms using the Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab, and 
we have been offering it to the public free of charge.
　　We are now conducting preliminary research to build a thesaurus of medical and health-related 
terms. In this paper, we describe the results of comparing terms that are commonly used in medical 
facilities and are registered in ComeJisyo V5-1 with those in an existing medical thesaurus.
　　Out of 77,760 terms registered in ComeJisyo V5-1, we extracted 739 terms that appear commonly 
in four types of EMR documents. We arbitrarily classified the extracted terms according to the 
category classification system of the Thesaurus of Medical and Health-related Terms, 7th Edition (in 
Japanese) and compared their classifications with those in the existing thesaurus. Of the 739 extracted 
terms, 354 were registered in the thesaurus, of which 228 were classified into the same category as 
that in the thesaurus. There were 385 extracted terms not registered in the thesaurus, of which 111 
could not be classified into the same category as the thesaurus.
Keywords: medical terms, medical records, thesaurus, natural language processing, 
　　　　　vocabulary classification
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